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Introduction

With the unprecedented challenges the world is facing, such as the climate crises and its devastating impacts on natural and cultural ecosystems, there has been a spark of interest in the rhetoric versus reality of sustainable tourism. The concepts of ecotourism, sustainable tourism, and sustainable development gained attention in the 1990s, particularly due to the release of Our Common Future. As research on sustainable tourism has seen an increase over the last few decades, the literature mainly focuses on defining what sustainable tourism is and delineating theoretical and practical ideologies on the subject. Ruhanen et al. examined 492 papers in the sustainable tourism field and found that sustainable tourism is maturing as studies are applying and measuring approaches laid out by theoretical and conceptual research. Even with 40+ years of sustainable development research, actual practices of sustainability at specific tourism destinations around the world have not been systematically addressed.

To investigate the premise that sustainable tourism is more of a rhetoric than a reality, the second author, decided to take an innovative approach to teach the joint graduate/undergraduate Sustainable Tourism: From Rhetoric to Real Practices (GEOG 423/638) course, a class he has been teaching since 2011. While the instructor did provide five traditionally structured lectures, students got to develop their own course syllabus and be taught in a non-traditional manner. Alternative teaching methods such as flipped learning, collaborative education, and peer reviewing exercises were used while students explored sustainability practices and assessed sustainable tourism destinations worldwide.

---

Innovative pedagogical practices at the higher educational level have been increasingly the focus of discussion and research.\(^5\) According to Anthony,\(^6\) active learning involves knowledge construction in which the learner is building on existing knowledge in comparison to the more traditional knowledge absorption. Instead of the traditional approach of replicating and regurgitating academic theory, active learning is about students being involved in the learning process and provides an opportunity for them to think critically about what they are presented.\(^7\) Winterbottom\(^8\) argues that active learners learn by addressing and posing scientific questions, analyzing evidence, connecting such evidence to pre-existing theoretical knowledge, drawing conclusions, and reflecting upon their findings. Freeman’s et al.\(^9\) meta-analysis study on undergraduate education found that lecture-based formatted course students are 55% more likely to fail than a course with at least some element of active learning. The results indicated that in active learning courses it improved the examination scores by 6%.\(^10\) As such, more educators are encouraged to incorporate active learning styles into classrooms.

As higher education is meant to prepare students for the working world, courses should be taught in a way that equips students with the skills to transition into the workforce. Education should provide students with the ability to build and mobilize knowledge to solve problems, to create and implement ideas and projects for the knowledge-based society that values skills.\(^11\) Higher education has been criticized for being disconnected from real-life problems.\(^12\) Integrative and interdisciplinary teaching, such as problem solving, critical thinking, and systems thinking, is imperative for students to foster sustainability skills.\(^13\) The format of this Sustainable Tourism course is one example of bridging the gap between education and practice.

The incorporation of active learning into the Sustainable Tourism course not only provided students with critical knowledge of sustainability in the tourism industry, but it also allowed students to develop important skills to help them transition into the workforce. The next section of this paper will explore the outline of the course, including the course outputs to better illustrate the teaching style of the course. A discussion regarding the teaching methods will succeed, mentioning the benefits of this teaching style and lessons learned. This paper will
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\(^10\) Ibid


wrap up with some final thoughts on the course structure and improvements in course content, delivery and learning outcomes in the future.

Outline and Outputs of the Class

The objective of Sustainable Tourism: From Rhetoric to Real Practices was for participants to gain a thorough understanding of the potential and pitfalls of sustainable tourism as to relevant global economic, environmental, and socio-cultural practices. The end goal of the course was to critique the current status and drivers of sustainable tourism. There were three learning outcomes for the course: (1) critique, evaluate, and articulate current sustainable practices as examined through selected case studies; (2) develop research, synthesis, and evaluation skills; and (3) determine and critique sustainable tourism framework of assessment.

On the first day of class, the secondary author and primary instructor of the course walked into the mixed undergraduate/graduate course and handed the class the course syllabus. To their surprise, it was blank. The instructor explained that the class was going to collaborate and develop the course content, delivery methods, and assessment criteria together. The first five weeks comprised of the course instructor giving traditional-styled lectures on sustainable development and tourism, to give the class the background information required to assess tourism destinations. The next two weeks were taught in a workshop-like manner where the students and course instructor looked through indicators of sustainability and examples of sustainability matrices. Together, a sustainability matrix was developed that the class would be used to evaluate destinations that claimed they were sustainable. The sustainability matrix was divided into four sections: Environmental Significance; Economic Significance; Socio-Cultural Significance; and Institutional and Political Significance. Each of the four sections had indicators students would use to evaluate a destinations sustainability.

The class was then divided into three teams, that had a combination of graduate and undergraduate students. Each team was tasked to come up with 10 case studies throughout the term, presenting two each week to the class. The teams chose their case studies based on destinations having some claim to being sustainable. For instance, this could be due to a destination being awarded a sustainability credential such as being one of the Top 100 Green Destinations or holding UNESCO World Heritage Site Status. After researching the selected destination, the team would come up with a score based on the matrix criteria. The three teams presented their two case studies, a total of six each week, to the class each week stating what the destination was doing well and where they were lacking. The class and course instructor were able to ask questions about the findings and could re-evaluate the destination if needed.

Once all the case studies were presented to the class, and the class agreed upon the sustainability rating, 28 coloured destination templates were designed. Each case study was linked to the United Nation’s 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) to show the broader connection between destinations and sustainable development. Then, a 93-page compendium of the case studies was created collaboratively. The compendium was made up of an introduction on sustainable tourism, methods used to evaluate the case studies, the 25 case study templates, a discussion on the sustainability rhetoric versus reality found from the case study analysis, a conclusion on the subject, and the key references used. Figure 1 illustrates the key elements from the course as well as the order of the course outputs. As a class, the compendium was presented to the geography department, where other students and professors could ask about the class, the project, or key findings. Finally, the class teamed up to write a manuscript-styled paper, with the intention of submitting it for publication in an academic journal, regarding the sustainability assessment findings.
Reflections on the Course

Due to this course’s innovative teaching approaches, there were many benefits the students received: engaging coursework; developing practical skills; and gaining industry knowledge. Firstly, since this course adopted multiple non-traditional teaching styles such as flipped learning, collaborative work, and peer-reviewing exercises, students found the course engaging. As students needed to be physically in class with teammates to work on assignments, it created high attendance rates. Collaboration between students was also high as students would talk to other groups for support or clarity on assignments. Overall, the students who took this course had a positive experience and found it useful. This is congruent with other studies that found incorporating active learning strategies into university courses significantly enhances student learning experiences.\textsuperscript{14} \textsuperscript{15} The quote from John Dewey, an educational researcher, summarizes active learning the best, “Give the pupils something to do, not something to learn; and the doing is of such a nature as to demand thinking; learning naturally results”.\textsuperscript{16}

One of the objectives of this Geog 423/638 course was to put more emphasis on “student learning” than on “student performance.” Performance was measured in individual student


engagements and contributions, and group learning and sharing. Student performance was assessed based on individual and group contributions. The vast majority ended up performing well-above the standard performance in other geography courses taught at the University.

A second benefit students received from taking this course was developing practical skills that are highly valued in the workplace. Studies have highlighted the gap that school’s curriculum need to align the skills developed in the classroom with the corresponding skills required in the job market. Employers want to hire graduates with workplace-ready skills such as teamwork, communication, and problem-solving. The structure of this course provided students with the opportunity to develop the highly sought-after skills of teamwork, critical thinking, and communication skills.

As this course was designed to be collaborative, students had three months of working in group settings with individuals from diverse backgrounds. Students learned how to delegate tasks, how to communicate with one another, and how to manage time in a group setting. Teamwork is one of the most sought-after skills by employers, so much so that in all sectors, it is the most used competence in the daily performance of workers. In today’s workforce, teamwork is one of the frequently listed required soft skill on job advertisements, and this course provided students with an avenue to gain this transversal skill in the sustainability field.

Additionally, students worked on their critical thinking ability. This class was meant to challenge the current notions of sustainability and assess whether destinations that have sustainable accolades are actually doing sustainable work. This encouraged students to think about the four pillars of sustainability and develop an assessment matrix for evaluating tourist destinations. Moreover, students went beyond the typical researching skills that university courses demand and analyzed key trends between the case study destinations. Critical thinking is an important determinant of work-place successes, i.e., it is assumed that those who are good in critical and analytical thinking can better perform when working independently.

Thirdly, as presentations were a large component of the course, whether through the weekly case study presentations or through the compendium presentation, students enhanced their communicating soft skills. Students were able to practice their public speaking, deck designing skills, listening and presentation writing skills, while building confidence speaking in front of a crowd. In 2017, at the Graduate Management Admission Council Corporate Recruiters Survey, employees choose communication skills as the most important skill set when hiring for a mid-
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level position. The Sustainable Tourism course went beyond teaching students relevant knowledge, it additionally provided students with essential transversal skills such as teamwork, critical thinking, and communication skills.

The final benefit students received from this course was gaining important industry knowledge for the sustainability industry. After taking this course, students are better equipped to work in the sustainable development/tourism workforce. Students built the skills to make decisions on sustainability assessments, providing them the confidence to do this in the field. They also learned about on-the-groundwork destinations are taking to advance the sustainable development goals. Finally, students have learned the complexities of sustainability and balancing the four pillars in the tourism industry. Overall, this course provided students with the knowledge to prepare them to transition into a destination manager or sustainability officer.

There were a few challenges as well. From the instructor’s perspective, the course was very intensive, e.g., in workload, student interactions, and time management. The continuous assessment of individual and group performances meant that the instructor had to remain vigilant about “who and how” aspects of student contributions. From the student’s perspective, how well a student performed depended on overall performance, collaboration and rapport within each group. As such, groups that did not work together well did not perform, and this reflected on individual student performance too.

Conclusion

This Sustainable Tourism course went beyond the theoretical teachings that most classes offer and it prepared students for the working world through knowledge translation and skill development. By incorporating active learning components such as flipped learning, collaborative education, and peer reviewing exercises, students were more engaged in the course and received numerous benefits. This paper will conclude with some final thoughts from a student who took the course and the course instructor.

“I really enjoyed the format of this course, even though it was unconventional. I was hesitant at first as I have never walked into a course where the students created the grading scheme, however, it made the course more adapted to our needs as students. Moreover, this course provided me with critical knowledge and skills that helped me transition into the sustainable tourism field. It opened my mind to what sustainability is and the challenge of balancing it at the destination scale. Furthermore, I have showcased many of the learning outputs from this course during interviews and while working as a tourism researcher. It also made me realize that I wanted to pursue a master’s degree in this field and from the collaborative nature of the course, I could talk to the course instructor who guided me through the master’s application process. Overall, I think this was an extremely practical course that prepared me for the workplace” – Anonymous undergraduate student.

From the Professor’s perspective, the course goals, themes, content, delivery and assessment provided an “outside the box” approach to teaching and learning. It empowered the students in making decisions about learning outcomes, learning mediums, and performance metrices used

---

in student grading. The course facilitated above than normal student interactions (with instructor and peers) and provided opportunities for additional informal interactions beyond the classroom.

This course provides an example of what university courses can offer students, to make them more knowledgeable, but also better prepared for transitioning into the sustainability field.
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